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Chapter 1: Saxophone Basics

Meeting Mr. Sax

The invention of the saxophone
The saxophone goes mainstream

Getting to Know the Sax’s Components and
Their Functions

Parts of the saxophone
How the saxophone sings

Finding the Right Sized Sax

Meeting the saxophone family
Deciding on your perfect match
Following your favorite sound
Matching the saxophone to musical styles

Acquiring a Saxophone

Leasing
Buying: New or used?
Starting with a quality sax

Chapter 2: Assembling and Tuning the Sax

Checking Out Some Important Parts
Needing the Reed
Minding the Mouthpiece

Structure of the mouthpiece



Metal or rubber mouthpiece

Holding It Together with the Ligature
Assembling the Reed, Ligature, and
Mouthpiece
Putting the Saxophone Together

Assembling the sax, step by step
Making high and low sounds

Tuning the Sax

Tuning in to a common pitch
Transposing: Different notes for different
instruments
Adjusting the saxophone’s tuning

Chapter 3: The Body–Saxophone Connection

Adopting Proper Posture

Standing correctly
Sitting correctly
Practicing posture with the saxophone

Breathing Technique for Playing the
Saxophone

Diaphragm and abdominal breathing
Physical support
Training the diaphragm with deep
breathing



Adjusting Your Embouchure

Part II: Getting Started: From First Notes to Special
Effects

Chapter 4: Notes, Intervals, and First Melodies

Gearing Up for That First Note

Producing good sound
Positioning your hands and fingers
correctly
Starting with the note G
Playing notes with the left hand
Playing notes with the right hand

Exercising Proper Finger Technique

Trying a few fingering exercises
Moving on to first melodies

Understanding the Octave Key
Deciphering Key Signatures and Accidentals
Knowing All 12 Notes on the Saxophone

C#/Db
D#/Eb
F#/Gb
G#/Ab
A#/Bb

Chapter 5: The Language of Music: Articulation
and Intonation



Playing Short and Long Notes with
Articulation and Phrasing
Ascending and Descending Scales
Getting Down with Dynamics

Bringing dynamics into play

Chapter 6: Have You Got Rhythm?

Feeling Rhythm in Your Body

Clapping yourself free
Going over ten rhythmic clapping
exercises

Going from Notes to Songs

Playing a bit of the blues
Playing a pop ballad

Letting Yourself Go with Improvisation

How improvisation works
Improvising with pentatonics
Practicing improvisation exercises

Chapter 7: Scaling New Notes and Expanding
Your Range

Discovering the Highs and Lows of the
Saxophone

Descending into the low notes



Lower-register exercises
Climbing up to the high notes
High-register exercises

Getting Personal with Scales

Adapting your playing using scales
Getting to know the major scale
Examining the structure of major scales
Remembering flats and sharps

Conquering the Chromatic Scale

Chapter 8: Special Rhythms and Techniques

Getting Into the Swing of the Rhythm

Re-examining the eighth note
Playing with swing

Reaching New Rhythms: Syncopation,
Offbeats, and 5/4 Time

Syncopation and offbeats
5/4 Time: “Take Me to 5th Avenue”

Having Fun with Sound Effects

Vibrato
Bending
Growling
Flutter tonguing



Part III: A Variety of Styles: The Blues, Jazz, Pop, and
Classical

Chapter 9: Getting Down with the Blues

Using the Sax to Play the Blues

The blues scale
The 12-bar blues
Playing the blues

Going from Blues Licks to Your Own Blues
Solo

Playing blues licks
The Blues Lick Solo

Playing Your Own Blues Solo

Chapter 10: Jazz — Practice Makes Perfect

Swinging with “Walking Home”

Preliminary rhythmic exercises
Getting down to the song “Walking
Home”

Improvising on “Jack the Mack”

First theme
Second theme
Third theme
Solo improvisation



The whole piece

Chapter 11: Rock ’n’ Roll and Rhythm and Blues

Rocking and Rolling to Rhythm and Blues
Getting a Rock ’n’ Roll Sound
Playing “Green Potatoes”

Chorus 1 and 4
Chorus 2
Chorus 3
Putting the whole song together

Catching a “Late Night Train”

Taking it chorus by chorus
Playing the whole song

Chapter 12: Getting Your Groove On: Soul and
Funk

Getting to Know the Horn Section

Seeing how each horn section is unique
Playing in a horn section: Five tips

Playing the Quick Sixteenth

Doing the math of sixteenth notes
Playing sixteenth-note phrases

Getting Funky with “Brown Sax”
Grooving with “Crushed Ice”



Chapter 13: Latin Music

Diving Into the Diversity of Latin Music
Checking Out Clave

Rhythm exercise 1 — foundations for
clave
Rhythm exercise 2 — clapping clave

Spicing Things Up with “Sax con Salsa”

Mastering melody and tones
Seeing the structure and rhythm
Improvising

Blaming It On the Bossa Nova
Playing “Antonio’s Bossa”

Checking out the parts
Getting the fundamentals

Stars of the Latin Saxophone

Stan Getz (1927–1991)
Paquito D’ Rivera (1948)
Gato Barbieri (1934)
Chris Vadala
David Sanchez (1968)
Wayne Shorter (1933)
Joe Henderson (1937–2001)

Chapter 14: Pop Saxophone: To the Point and
Straight to the Heart



Hitting the Highlights of Sax in Pop Music

“Sax on Baker Street”
Careless Sax

Playing Around with Pop Techniques

Growling
Bending
Grace notes and ornamentation
Overtones and altissimo
False fingering
Glissando

Playing with Courage, Intensity . . . and
Clichés

Decisiveness and courage
Intensity and emotion
Clichés, famous riffs, and originality

Standing in the Spotlight at Showtime!

Styling, outfits, and accessories
Moves and poses
Freedom with a transmitter mic

Feeling Starstruck: The Greatest Pop
Saxophonists of All Time

Rudy Pompilli (1924–1976)
Sam Butera (1927–2009)
Phil Woods (1931)



David Sanborn (1945)
Branford Marsalis (1960)
Candy Dulfer (1969)
Clarence Clemons (1942–2011)
Kenny G (1956)
Pete Christlieb (1945)
Michael Brecker (1949–2007)

Chapter 15: Classical Music: The World of Bach,
Ravel and Co.

Exploring the Big World of Classical
Saxophone
Examining the Repertoire of Classical
Saxophone Hits

Orchestral pieces for saxophone
Concert pieces for saxophone
Solo and chamber music for saxophone
Saxophone and . . . Bach?
Stars of classical saxophone
Great saxophone quartets

Getting Serious about Classical Sax

Ideal classical sound
Tuning, dynamics, and virtuosity

Pondering Playing Techniques in Classical and
Contemporary Music

Top tones, upper register, and altissimo
Double tonguing



Flutter tonguing
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Circular breathing
Multiphonics
Quarter tone technique
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The classical reed
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Music stands

Meeting the Metronome and Tuner

Metronome for time and rhythm
Tuner for being in tune
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Keeping Your Saxophone Clean
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A well-oiled instrument
First aid for the saxophone
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Storing a saxophone reed
Adjusting a bad reed

Following Some Final Advice

Chapter 18: Practice Makes Perfect
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The Nine Commandments of Practicing

Practice undisturbed
Practice regularly
Practice effectively
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Structure your practice
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Approaching a New Song
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Introduction

Are you fascinated by the saxophone? Is it your dream

instrument? Maybe you already know how to play this

wonderful instrument or perhaps you want to try it out. Well,

Saxophone For Dummies is exactly the right choice for

beginners and anyone else looking to expand their skills and

knowledge.

The saxophone has influenced many styles of music. Whether

it’s in the big bands of Count Basie and Duke Ellington, Bill

Haley’s legendary rock ’n’ roll band, or the funk master James

Brown, saxophonists have left their indelible mark on music. In

the bossa nova song “The Girl from Ipanema,” the breathy

saxophone is the icing on the cake.

Saxophone also plays an essential role in the so-called “serious

music.” Maurice Ravel’s Boléro shows another side of the

instrument. Here, it’s not about the roaring R&B sax that King

Curtis played or what you might recall from the pop hit “Baker

Street.” Instead, in Ravel’s piece, the saxophone has a fine, clear

sound that’s a beautifully integral part of the classical

orchestra.

The many faces and voices of the saxophone ensure that it

remains a popular instrument. Whether as a solo instrument, as

part of a horn section in a big band, or at home in your living

room, the dynamic and rich sound is captivating!

About This Book
Saxophone For Dummies helps you to discover the world of the

saxophone. This book provides you with everything you need



— from help in selecting your instrument and accessories, to

sounding out your first notes, to unlocking the secrets of the

different musical styles including blues, jazz, pop, and classical.

This is a comprehensive guide to playing and understanding the

instrument.

We’ve combined our individual experiences, wisdom, and

insights as saxophone players and teachers into this book. We

have mixed manageable, short exercises and helpful

background information in between the melodies and songs.

And you can also let yourself be accompanied by the audio

tracks that accompany the book. The philosophy of Saxophone

For Dummies is a blend of profound knowledge, goal-oriented

exercises, and musical applications for a variety of music styles.

You’ll discover, step by step, all the notes that the saxophone

can produce. We provide a detailed fingering chart and example

of how the note is written for each pitch. With our detailed

descriptions, key charts, and notation, playing is easy. You can

repeat each new note through exercises and actual music to

cement your ability to play it. To help you develop an

expressive musical language, we also explain useful techniques

for good articulation, phrasing, and dynamics.

These skills help you play in a whole bunch of musical styles.

Learn to play the blues, jazz, rock ’n’ roll, R&B, funk, soul, bossa

nova, pop, and classical on your saxophone. Moreover, we

familiarize you with the greatest saxophone players in music

history and provide you with listening tips to fascinating

recordings.

On the accompanying audio tracks, you can find multiple

exercises and songs. When you use the playback versions, you

have the opportunity to play with a band.



Foolish Assumptions
We assume a few things about you, the reader. We assume that

you share our interest in the saxophone. Actually we assume

that you share our enthusiasm for this instrument, its sound,

and the music it can produce. And we assume that you really

want to learn to play the saxophone yourself — and play it well!

We do not assume that you already own a saxophone. We don’t

assume that you can read the sheet music for Rimsky-

Korsakow’s “Flight of the Bumblebee,” but we do assume that

you’re slightly familiar with written music and that you want to

take advantage of this tool to make great music.

And now, please excuse us if we make a bold assumption. We

figure that regardless of whether you’re a beginner, an advanced

saxophonist, or just an interested music lover, we believe you’ll

benefit from Saxophone For Dummies.

What You Don’t Need To
Read

To work successfully with this book, you don’t need to read the

whole book from the beginning to the end. The sidebars

(shaded boxes) provide additional and in-depth information to

supplement the text. For the most part, these include musical

jargon that you don’t necessarily need to know if you want to

play. The icons also mark information that’s exciting but isn’t

essential for you to know.



Conventions Used In This
Book

This book uses certain conventions so you can follow along

easily:

 Track numbers that accompany the songs and exercises

refer to the track numbers of audio tracks.

 All tracks have two versions, one for the E saxophones

alto and baritone, and a second version for the B

instruments soprano and tenor.

 Some songs feature chord symbols, which are roman

numerals marked above the written music. Experienced

sax teachers, pianists, or guitarists can play the chords

to accompany you. Chapter 6 provides more detailed

information on this.

 Every section of the book is cross-referenced so that you

can easily find all related sections about a particular

topic. Additionally, the table of contents at the beginning

of the book and the index at the end help you navigate

with ease.

 All notes and their corresponding fingerings are

explained in detail in Chapters 4 and 7. A supplementary

fingering chart is provided in Appendix B. You can

quickly find the relevant fingering for each note.

How This Book Is
Organized



Saxophone For Dummies is designed to accommodate your

personal preference by allowing you to read any chapter in any

order. So you can enjoy browsing at will. If you get stuck at any

point, the cross-references and index can help you quickly get

the appropriate answer to your questions. Of course, you can

also read the book from the beginning to end in sequential

order.

Part I: Basic Information about
the Saxophone
In Part I we discuss the genius Adolphe Sax and what inspired

him to build such a beautiful, admirable, and gorgeous

instrument. And by the way, it’s an exciting story! You’ll also

find out about all the different members of the saxophone

family. In addition to the well-known alto and tenor saxophones,

you’ll meet the small soprano and the large baritone sax.

Are you looking for your own saxophone? Then, in this section,

you discover tips on how to find a good-fitting instrument,

regardless of whether it’s new or used. We explain the basic

functioning of a saxophone and how all of its parts fit together.

And we discuss the foundations of playing, including the correct

posture, the breathing technique, and the importance of the

embouchure.

Part II: Getting Started: From
First Notes to Special Effects
Part II starts to get juicy. This section provides plenty of good

stuff regardless of whether you are sounding out your first

notes, are interested in getting those challenging high and/or



low notes, or just want to try out certain effects. All of the

fingerings and notes are clearly explained and illustrated.

Chapter 5 discusses how you can use articulation to play

expressively and to create excitement. Because music is a

language, naturally the right intonation and pronunciation are

essential. In Chapter 6 we serve up the first longer songs. And

for dessert, an introduction to improvisation, but prepared so

that it is easily digested.

Part III: A Variety of Styles:
The Blues, Jazz, Pop, and
Classical
In Part III we teach you about the various music styles you can

play on the sax. The best part is that saxophone plays an

important role in every genre! Each chapter in this section

discusses the heroes of each respective style. We present

technical details that you can practice with tailor-made

exercises. Then you can release all of your energy into our

songs by playing with the accompanying band on the audio

tracks. Eventually you can invite friends, relatives, and

neighbors over for a house concert.

Part IV: Saxophone
Accessories, Maintenance, and
Practice Tips
Part IV discusses different saxophone brands as well as

important and useful equipment. In Chapter 16 we suggest

many ideas. Fortunately, the market has the right saxophone for


